
Primary School: being ready for Ofsted 
David Miller recommends that you keep a sheet with this information up-to-date. You may have no more than 

overnight to prepare for a meeting with Ofsted so there is no time for “revision”. 

There are some points where you need to make sure you have the relevant data and examples noted down. In 

some cases there are things you need to say you do and have documented evidence to show this is the case. 

The latter are indicated with a DE, other hints are also in red. 

What an inspector focuses on can vary and is influenced by their particular concerns.  However, the 

governor’s knowledge of the children’s progress and attainment and safeguarding are always going to be 

investigated. 

It can be worth the Chair having a “leadership report” which is updated regularly and summarises key actions 

the GB has taken in these areas/other priorities the school has) 

Overview 

The best thing about our school is ____________ 

The aspect that most needs improving now is standards in ____________ 

 

Progress and Attainment 

Standards at our school are ____________ 

Progress at our school is ____________ 

Attainment on entry is _____________ 

Attainment in KS1 is ____________ 

Standards at KS2 are ____________ 

This represents _____________ 

Teaching at our school overall is ____________ 

Learning at our school is ____________ 

 

Teaching standards and performance management 

The best teaching is in Year ___  , Year ___  and Year ___ 

The teaching that needs to be improved is in ____________ 

The Senior Leadership Team (SLT) are addressing this by _________________ (eg supporting the member of 

staff through close monitoring of planning, giving him/her the opportunity to observe good practice and being 

partnered directly by a good teacher. This partnership is being monitored by the SLT) 

Our Head’s Performance review is linked to _________ (eg the School Development plan) 

  



What parents think  

Parents/carers think our school is ____________ 

They tell us this through ____________ 

They have concerns about ____________ 

We are addressing this by ____________ 

(you need an explanation/example of how you know what parents think) 

My role as governor 

The part I play in improving the school is _____________ 

I am responsible for _____________ 

I am accountable for my role through ______________ 

 (eg reporting back to the Full Governors). This is also carried out by other governors. DE eg is it in your GB 

minutes?) 

I have visited the school to _____________ (eg carry out work scrutiny, pupil discussions) and reported my 

findings back to Full Governors. (DE are visits by governors recorded – if not they should be) 

I am able to discuss policies and procedures and give my views by open discussions and consulting with the 

SLT. For example: ____________    

(eg  when I have questioned about policy implementation/ review about ____________) 

All statutory requirements are met and monitored through our committee structure. (DE – check your 

minutes) 

 

Safeguarding / equal opportunities 

The most vulnerable groups in our school are 

We are aware of the ethnic and faith characteristics of our school through RAISEOnline data and progress data 

supplied by SLT and by the head through his/her Termly reports. 

The percentage of SEND children (Special Educational Needs & Disabilities) at our school is ___ 

We ensure their equal entitlement by approving the Equality Action Plan implementations. (DE) 

We know how many Looked After Children there are in school. There are ___ 

 

Monitoring performance  (DE – check your minutes and reports from the HT for all these 

points) 

We review our performance annually in the autumn term with headline findings from RAISEOnline. 

Governors have received training on understanding and interpreting data. 

We receive regular reports on pupil progress, which highlight underperformance of particular groups. 

Reports are received in advance of meetings to allow us to familiarise ourselves with their content. 

We receive neutral information on the performance of school through Termly SIP reports. 

Governors receive regular reports on the quality of teaching and understand how this is monitored through 

school. 


